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Abstract—We argue that there are some scenarios in which
plausible deniability might be desired for a digital signature
scheme. For instance, the non-repudiation property of conven-
tional signature schemes is problematic in designing an Instant
Messaging system (WPES 2004). In this paper, we formally
define a non-binding signature scheme in which the Signer
is able to disavow her own signature if she wants, but, the
Verifier is not able to dispute a signature generated by the
Signer. That is, the Signer is able to convince a third party
Judge that she is the owner of a signature without disclosing
her secret information. We propose a signature scheme that
is non-binding and unforgeable. Our signature scheme is post-
quantum secure if the underlying cryptographic primitives are
post-quantum secure. In addition, a modification to our non-
binding signature scheme leads to an Instant Messaging system
that is of independent interest.

Index Terms—Designated Verifier Signature, Plausible Denia-
bility, End-to-End Encryption.

I. INTRODUCTION

A digital signature is probably one of the most used crypto-
graphic primitive in real life applications, in which, a Signer is
able to sign a digital message using a secret-key sk and anyone
can verify this signature using a public-key pk. A digital
signature has to have some security properties. For instance,
anyone beside the actual signer should not be able to generate
a valid signature on a new message even after seeing many
signatures generated by the Signer (unforgeability). Or the
Signer should not be able to disavow her own signature (non-
repudiation). The non-repudiation property will be achieved
inherently since a signature is publicly verifiable using pk.

However, there are some scenarios in which the non-
repudiation property might not be desirable. For instance,
the non-repudiation property of a digital signature scheme
is discussed as a problematic issue in [10] while making a
confidential and authentic online conversation using PGP [30]
and a digital signature scheme. Therefore, the Off-the-Record
Messaging (OTR) protocol [10] avoids the use a conventional
signature scheme for authenticity of the message since a pair
(encrypted message, signature) is verifiable using pk (of a
conventional digital signature) and consequently the sender of
the message would leak to an eavesdropper. In Section VI, we
propose an instant messaging protocol based on the approach
and techniques in this paper. Our instant messaging protocol
is post-quantum secure (in contrast to [10]) if the underlying
cryptographic primitives are post-quantum secure. The Off-
the-Record Messaging protocol [10] has resulted in the Signal
protocol that is currently used to transmit hundreds of billions
of messages per day [16] and has led to extensive follow-up

research [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 33,
36, 37, 47, 48, 51, 52, 58, 59, 60, 62].

Another scenario when a charity organization wants to
offer some charity contracts to philanthropists. Obviously, a
philanthropist will be doubtful to sign a charity contract that
is legally binding. In addition, the philanthropist would like
to keep track of his/her beneficence to challenge the charity
organization in the case of corruption. For instance, a charity
organization prepares a contract in which the signer donates
10k EUR to the organization in a duration of one year.
Obviously, the philanthropist prefers a non-legally binding
contract because he is not sure if its financial status till the end
of the year allows this transaction or not. In the other hand,
once the money transaction is done, the philanthropist prefers
to have a proof that he has participated in the charity activity
to avoid corruption. Note that inserting a clause in the contract
asserting that the signer is not obligated to provide money can
cause corruption as the organization may receive the fund but
it claims the opposite.

A non-binding signature would be a solution for these
scenarios. A signature scheme is non-binding if the Signer is
able to prove to a Judge the validity of a signature generated
by herself, but, she has the ability to disavow her own
signatures if she wants (plausible deniability).

One common motivation for using non-binding signatures
is to provide an initial indication of agreement or intent
without committing to a formal contract or legal obligation.
For example, in business negotiations, parties may use non-
binding signatures on a term sheet or letter of intent to indicate
agreement on certain key points before moving forward with
more formal contract negotiations. Another motivation for
using non-binding signatures is to facilitate collaboration and
communication among parties without creating legal obliga-
tions or restrictions. For example, in the context of academic
research, researchers may use non-binding signatures on col-
laborative agreements to indicate their willingness to work
together on a project without creating formal legal obligations.

One example of such contracts is named Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) [39]. An MOU is a document that
outlines the terms of a proposed agreement between two or
more parties. It is often used in business, government, and
other contexts to establish a framework for future negotiations
or collaboration. While an MOU is not legally binding, it can
be used to demonstrate a commitment to work together and
establish a basis for future cooperation. A digital realization
of a MOU is strongly motivated.



Beside these use cases and motivating examples, we have
found the problem of inventing a non-binding signature as a
challenging and non-trivial question. Specifically, as briefed
above, the plausible deniability may not be achieved if a
signature is publicly verifiable because the Judge can verify it
as well using pk. It may seem that the techniques used in the
privacy-preserving signatures, for instance Group Signatures
[19], Ring Signatures [50], etc, can be deployed to construct
a signature schemes that is publicly verifiable and it has the
plausible deniability. We emphasize that these techniques hide
the identity of the actual signer among a group of signers, but,
still everyone is convinced that the signature is generated by
a member from a set of users including the actual signer. We
are doubtful that such techniques would lead to a signature
scheme that is publicly verifiable and it has the plausible
deniability property. The philosophical reasoning is that when
a public-key associated to a user (or to a group of users) is
used to verify a signature publicly, the identities of these users
are known to the public. Unless, there is no link between
the public keys and the users which makes the signature
scheme useless, or the link between the public keys and the
users is only known to some designated people (verifiers).
The conclusion is that a signature scheme with the plausible
deniability probably is likely to be achieved with respect to a
designated verifier.

A Designated Verifier Signature (DVS) scheme first pro-
posed in [34] allows a Signer to convince a designated verifier
that a signature is generated by himself and the Verifier is not
able to transfer the conviction to others, while anyone can
still believe that the signature is generated by one of them. A
DVS is motivated by applications like signing personal health
records, bank transactions, etc, to meet the privacy concerns
of the Signer.

A. Our Contribution

We formally define the non-binding property for a desig-
nated verifier signature scheme that is non-transferable (see
Definition 14). A DVS is non-transferable if the designated
verifier V is able to perform the signature himself and therefore
V is not able to convince a third party Judge that the Signer S
has signed the message. Our definition is intended to consider
all the cheating scenarios. Namely, S should be able to prove
the validity of a signature generated by herself in a court even
if V tries to mislead the Judge. However, V must be able to
prevent S from convincing the Judge on an invalid signature
without disclosing his secret information. And finally, if a
valid signature is generated by V (for any unknown reason),
S should not be able to claim it as her signature.

Then, we propose a designated verifier signature scheme
(Protocol 1) that is non-transferable and non-binding with
respect to our definition (Definition 14). Our scheme (Proto-
col 1) uses an IND-CCA secure key-encapsulation mechanism
(KEM), a one-way public-key encryption (PKE), a message
authentication code (MAC) and an existential unforgeable
signature scheme (Sign). The Verifier V possesses two pairs
(pkv, skv) and (pkSign, skSign) generated by PKE and Sign,

respectively. The Signer S possesses a pair (pks, sks) gener-
ated by KEM.

The Verifier V generates a pair (cs, ks) using pks, computes
a signature Σ on (pks, cs) using skSign and make cs and σ
public. To sign a message m, the Signer checks if Σ is a
valid signature for (pks, cs) using pkSign. If it is not a valid
signature, the Signer aborts. Otherwise, the Signer S decrypts
cs to get ks, chooses a random value δ and encrypts it using
pkv to get a ciphertext cv and finally it sends (m, cs, cv) and
a tag obtained from MAC using the key ks⊕ δ. It is clear that
V can verify the signature by decrypting cv .

Our protocol is non-transferable because V can generate a
signature by itself. Namely, he can choose a random value δ
and encrypt it using pkv to get a ciphertext cv and finally it
computes a tag on (m, cs, cv) obtained from MAC using the
key ks ⊕ δ.

Intuitively, S can convince a Judge on a signature generated
by herself because PKE is one-way and S should be the
generator of the signature if she knows the pre-image of cv .
Note that the signature Σ guarantees that cs is generated by
the veirfier and it is intended to be for the signer (since pks
is signed along with cs).

In a high-level, the one-time unforgeability holds since by
the IND-CCA security of KEM, (cs, ks) is indistinguishable
from (cs, k

$) for a randomly chosen k$. Then, if the adversary
with the inputs (m, cs, cv) and a tag θ obtained from MAC
using the key k$ ⊕ δ returns a forgery, it breaks the one-time
unforgeability of MAC. (See Theorem 1 for more details.)

In addition, we propose an instant messaging protocol
in Section VI. In a nutshell, instead of sending the plain
message m, the Signer encrypts m ⊕ ks along with a
random value δ using pkv to get a ciphertext cv . Then
it generates a tag θ on (cs, cv) using the key ks ⊕ δ.
Finally, it sends (cv, θ) to the Verifier. The message m
is hidden from an eavesdropper that is listening to the
communication. The Verifier can reply similarly if we add
two pairs of keys to the protocol. (See details in the Figure 2.)

Remark on Post-quantum Security. Even though we did
not state our main theorem (Theorem 1) for a quantum
polynomial-time adversary, if we use a post-quantum secure
KEM [11], a post-quantum secure PKE [46] and a post-
quantum secure MAC [9]1 in the Protocol 1, we can easily
argue the post-quantum security of our signature scheme.

B. Related Works

Undeniable Signature. One may argue that an undeniable
signature proposed in [18] might satisfy the non-binding
property if the Signer does not participate in the verification.
However, not participating in the verification is actually an
issue for an undeniable signature since the Signer should
not be able to disavow her own signature and this issue has
been addressed in later works [12]. In other words, plausible

1This work proves the post-quantum security of MAC schemes in the
superposition-access model which is a stronger level of security.



deniability is an issue for an undeniable signature but it is
wanted in a non-binding signature.

Private Contract Signature. In [28, 29], authors introduce a
type of signature called private contract signature (Definition
1 in [28]). Roughly, these are designated verifier signatures
that can be converted into universally-verifiable signatures
by either the signing party or a trusted third party appointed
by the signing party. Even though one may use the universal
verifiability of a private contract signature to show the
non-binding property, we emphasize that their protocol needs
a trusted third party to be executed. In contrast, we desire
to achieve the non-binding property for a protocol executed
between a Signer and a Verifier. In addition, their protocol
(Section 4.1) is based on Diffie-Hellman decision problem and
it heavily uses non-interactive proof of knowledge protocols.

Strong Designated Verifier. Vaguely speaking, it guarantees
that even when the Verifier is honest and does not generate
a fake signature, a third party can not distinguish a signature
transcript generated by the Signer from a fake signature
[34]. That is, anyone can generate a simulated signature
indistinguishable from a valid signature generated by the
Signer [32, 53].

Multi-designated Verifiers Signatures. In [41], authors
propose a construction of multi-designated verifiers signatures
where the signer chooses to sign a message for a fixed
numbers of specific designated verifiers. The idea of such a
protocol is to produce a signature which has the property that
any verifier is convinced that this signature has been done by
one member of a set of users, but is not able to determine
which one.

Universal Designated-Verifier Signature. A UDVS scheme
can function as a standard publicly-verifiable digital signature
but has additional functionality which allows any holder of a
signature (not necessarily the signer) to designate the signature
to any desired designated-verifier (using the verifier’s public-
key). Given the designated-signature, the designated-verifier
can verify that the message was signed by the signer, but is
unable to convince anyone else of this fact [40, 49, 55, 56, 61].

Non-Delegatability. Briefly, in a non-delegatable DVS
scheme, neither a signer nor a designated verifier can delegate
the signing rights to any third party without revealing
their secret-keys. This is achieved by the existence of an
efficient knowledge extractor that can extract either Signer’s
secret-key or Verifier’s secret-key, when given oracle access
to an adversary who can create valid signatures with a high
probability [43, 44].

Secure Disavowability: From the Section 1 in [44]: If
the DVS scheme has a disavowal protocol, it must be the
case that the Signer cannot disavow signatures, given by
herself. By this representation from [44], a signature with

secure disavowability can not be non-binding. However,
there is another representation for the disavowability in the
Section 6 of [44]: In some other schemes—that we call
disavowable—Signer can prove that (a) she signed messages
that she really signed, and (b) she has not signed signatures,
simulated by the Verifier. This representation is similar to
non-binding property that we propose in this paper with a
difference that the Signer is able to disavow signatures given
by herself in a non-binding signature.

Malleable Signatures. Some of the signature schemes allow a
modification to the signature without effecting the verifiability.
Few examples are Homomorphic Signature [35], Sanitizable
Signatures [3], Structure-Preserving Signatures on Equivalence
Classes [31], etc. We do not find an immediate connection
to deploy the malleability in favor of constructing a non-
binding signature. For instance a sanitizable signature allows
authorized semi-trusted censors to modify – in a limited and
controlled fashion – parts of a signed message without inter-
acting with the original signer [3]. It seems that a sanitizable
signature gives a flexibility to the signer to change his mind
later and this results in a non-binding signature. However, we
emphasize that once a pair (m,σ) is out by the signer, anyone
can verify that this pair is generated by the signer using the
associated public key. It is true that the signer (with the help
of the censor) can modify this pair to a new pair (m′, σ′) that
is publicly verifiable, but this does not affect the verifiability
of (m,σ) that has produced earlier. In other words, the signer
is not able to deny the origin of (m,σ).

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present necessary preliminaries for our
paper. More information regarding the definitions that have
presented without a reference can be found in [38]. The
function negl(λ) is any non-negative function that is smaller
than the inverse of any non-negative polynomial p(λ) for
sufficiently large λ.

Definition 1. A public-key encryption scheme PKE consists of
three polynomial-time (in the security parameter λ) algorithms
(PKE.Gen,PKE.Enc,PKE.Dec), such that:

1) PKE.Gen, the key generation algorithm, is a probabilis-
tic algorithm which on input λ outputs a pair of keys,
(pk, sk)← PKE.Gen(λ), called the public-key and the
secret-key for the encryption scheme, respectively.

2) PKE.Enc, the encryption algorithm, is a probabilistic
algorithm which takes as input a public-key pk and
a message m ∈ MSP and outputs a ciphertext c ←
PKE.Encpk(m). The message space, MSP, may depend
on pk.

3) PKE.Dec, the decryption algorithm takes as input a
secret-key sk and a ciphertext c and returns a message
m. It is required that the decryption algorithm returns
the original message with a high probability for every
(pk, sk) generated by PKE.Gen(λ) and every m ∈ MSP.



The algorithm PKE.Dec returns ⊥ if a ciphertext c is
not decryptable.

Definition 2. We say a public-key encryption scheme PKE =
(PKE.Gen,PKE.Enc,PKE.Dec) is one-way if for any PPT
adversary A:

Pr[A(pk, c) = m : (pk, sk)← PKE.Gen(λ),

m
$←− MSP, c← PKE.Encpk(m)] ≤ negl(λ).

We define IND-CPA security for a public-key encryption
scheme. We present the real-or-random security definition in
which the adversary should not be able to distinguish an
encryption of a chosen message from an encryption of a
random message.

Definition 3. We say a public-key encryption scheme PKE =
(PKE.Gen,PKE.Enc,PKE.Dec) is is IND-CPA secure if for
any PPT adversary A:

|Pr[b = 1 : m← A(pk),
c∗ ← PKE.Encpk(m), b← A(pk, c∗)]−

Pr[b = 1 : m← A(pk),m$ $←− MSP,

c∗ ← PKE.Encpk(m
$), b← A(pk, c∗)]| ≤ negl(λ),

where (pk, sk)← PKE.Gen(λ).

We define a message authentication code scheme below.

Definition 4 (Message Authentication Code (MAC)). A mes-
sage authentication code MAC consists of three (possibly
randomized) algorithms MAC.Gen, MAC.Tag, MAC.Verif:

• The algorithm MAC.Gen on input λ returns a key k.
• The algorithm MAC.Tag on inputs m, k returns a tag

θ.
• The algorithm MAC.Verif on inputs m, k, θ returns 1

(accept) or 0 (reject).
The MAC should fulfill the correctness property, that is, the
MAC.Verifk returns accept on input of (m, θ) generated by
MAC.Tagk.

Definition 5 (One-time Unforgeability: MAC).
We say a message authentication code MAC =
(MAC.Gen,MAC.Tag,MAC.Verif) is one-time
unforgeable if for any PPT adversary A, for any message m
and any k generated by MAC.Gen, the following holds:

Pr[MAC.Verifk(m
′, θ′) = 1 ∧ (m′, θ′) ̸= (m, θ) :

θ ← MAC.Tag(m, k), (m′, θ′)← A(m, θ)] ≤ negl(λ).

Definition 6 (Signature Scheme). A signature scheme Sign
consists of three (possibly randomized) algorithms S.Gen,
S.Sign, S.Verif:

• The algorithm S.Gen on input λ returns two key pk, sk.
• The algorithm S.Sign on inputs m, sk returns a signature

σ.
• The algorithm S.Verif on inputs m, pk, σ returns 1

(accept) or 0 (reject).

The Sign should fulfill the correctness property, that is, the
S.Verifsk returns accept on input of (m,σ) generated by
S.Signpk where pk, sk are generated by S.Gen.

Definition 7 (Existential Unforgeability). A signature scheme
Sign := (S.Gen,S.Sign,S.Verif) is existential unforgeable
if for any PPT adversary A, and any (pk, sk) generated by
S.Gen, the following holds:

Pr[S.Verifpk(m,σ) = 1 ∧ (m,σ) /∈ L :

(m,σ)← AS.Signsk(L)] ≤ negl(λ),

where L is a list to store the A’s signature queries to Signsk.

Definition 8 (Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM)). A key
encapsulation mechanism KEM consists of the following
(possibly randomized) algorithms.

• A key generating algorithm KEM.Gen that on input λ
returns a pair key (pk, sk).

• An encryption algorithm KEM.Enc that on input λ and a
public-key pk, outputs a pair (c, k), where k is a key and
c is a ciphertext. (The algorithm KEM.Enc may need a
random input r in each execution.)

• A decryption algorithm KEM.Dec that on input λ, a
secret-key sk, a ciphertext c, outputs either a key k or ⊥.

The key encapsulation mechanism has to have the correctness
property, that is, KEM.Decsk(c) = k with a high probability
when (c, k) is obtained from KEM.Enc.

We say a key encapsulation mechanism is strongly correct
if a PPT adversary is not able to maliciously generate a
ciphertext that violates the correctness property.

Definition 9 (Strongly Correct KEM). A key encapsulation
mechanism KEM = (KEM.Gen,KEM.Enc,KEM.Dec) is
strongly correct if for any PPT adversary A,

|Pr[k∗ ̸= k ∧ k∗ ̸=⊥ ∧KEM.Encpk(r) = (c, k) :

(c, k, r)← A(pk), k∗ ← KEM.Decsk(c)] ≤ negl(λ),

where (pk, sk)← KEM.Gen(λ).

Informally, a KEM is IND-CCA secure if the adversary
is not able to distinguish between a pair (c∗, k∗) generated
by KEM.Enc and (c∗, k$) (where k$ is chosen randomly
from the key space), even with access to the decryption oracle
(except for c∗.)

Definition 10 (IND-CCA). We say KEM =
(KEM.Gen,KEM.Enc,KEM.Dec) is IND-CCA secure if
for any PPT adversary A,

|Pr[b = 1 : (c∗, k∗)← KEM.Enc(pk),

b← AKEM.Decc ̸=c∗ (c∗, k∗)]−

Pr[b = 1 : (c∗, k∗)← KEM.Enc(pk), k$
$←− K,

b← AKEM.Decc ̸=c∗ (c∗, k$)]| ≤ negl(λ),

where K is the set of all possible keys, (pk, sk) ←
KEM.Gen(λ) and KEM.Decc ̸=c∗ is the same as KEM.Dec
except it does not decrypt c∗ for the adversary.



In the following, we define a designated verifier signature
scheme.

Definition 11 (Designated Verifier Signature [44]). A desig-
nated verifier signature scheme DVS with security parameter
λ is defined by the following probabilistic algorithms:

• An algorithm DVS.SGen which takes λ as input, and
outputs a pair of keys (pks, sks).

• An algorithm DVS.VGen which takes λ as input, and
outputs a pair of keys (pkv, skv).

• An algorithm DVS.VSetup which takes λ and pks as
input and returns a public parameter cs and a secret
parameter ks.

• A designated verifier signing algorithm DVS.Sign which
takes a message m, a signing secret-key sks, a verifying
public-key pkv and a public parameter cs as inputs and
returns a value σ.

• A designated verifying algorithm DVs.Verif which takes
a bit string σ, a signing public-key pks, a verifying secret-
key skv and a pair public and secret parameter (cs, ks)
as inputs, and returns a bit b (reject or accept).

• A PPT algorithm Sim that on inputs m, cs, skv, pks
returns a value σ.

• A PPT algorithm Judge that on the inputs of the public
parameters and some inputs from the Signer and Verifier
either accepts (returns 1) or rejects (returns 0). Note that
the description of this algorithm depends on the scheme.

A designated verifier signature scheme DVS should fulfill the
correctness property in which DVs.Verif returns accept on a
signature generated by DVS.Sign.

Intuitively, a DVS is one-time unforgeabile if any PPT
adversary given a signature and public parameters (including
cs) is not able to forge a new signature.

Definition 12 (One-time Unforgeability (DVS) ). A designated
verifier signature is one-time unforgeable if for any PPT
adversary A, for any message m and any (pks, sks) and
(pkv, skv) generated by DVS.SGen and DVS.VGen respec-
tively, the following holds:

Pr[DVs.Verif(m′, cs, σ
′) = 1 ∧ (m′, σ′) ̸= (m,σ) :

(cs, ks)← DVS.VSetup(pks), σ ← DVS.Sign(m, sks, cs, pkv),

(m′, σ′)← A(m, cs, σ, pks, pkv)] ≤ negl(λ).

Informally speaking, a designated verifier signature scheme
is non-transferable if the Verifier is able to produce a signature
indistinguishable from a signature outputted by the Signer.
This is shown by the existence of a PPT algorithm Sim
that given the secret-key of the Verifier can simulate a valid
signature indistinguishable from a signature outputted by the
Signer.

Definition 13 (Non-transferability [44]). We say a designated
verifier signature scheme is non-transferable if there exists a
PPT algorithm Sim such that for any PPT distinguisher D, for

any message m and any (pks, sks) and (pkv, skv) generated
by DVS.SGen and DVS.VGen respectively:

|Pr[b = 1 : (cs, ks)← DVS.VSetup(pks),

σ ← DVS.Sign(m, sks, cs, pkv), b← D(m,σ, cs, pks, pkv)]−
Pr[b = 1 : σ ← Sim(m, (cs, ks), skv, pks),

b← D(m,σ, cs, pks, pkv)]| ≤ negl(λ).

III. NON-BINDING SIGNATURE

The non-transferability property of a designated signature
scheme guarantees that a designated verifier V is not able to
convince a third party that a signer S has indeed performed the
signature without revealing its secret information. This holds
since a designated verifier is able to produce a signature that is
indistinguishable from the Signer’s signature. But this property
causes a huge drawback. Namely, what if V denies the validity
of a signature produced honestly by S. Imagine that the Signer
S is an employee that has signed a work contract with an
employer V digitally using a non-transferable DVS. Then, the
employer V is able to deny S’s signature. To remedy this,
we need a DVS scheme in which the Signer is able to legally
prove to a Judge (without revealing its secret information) that
she is the Signer of the work contract in case of V’s denial.

We say a DVS is a non-binding signature if the Signer is
able to prove to a Judge the validity of a signature of her own,
but, she has the ability to disavow her own signatures if she
wants (plausible deniability). The non-transferability property
is helping to construct a non-binding signature since the Signer
can simply claim that the signature is generated by the Verifier
himself.

In the following, we formally define a non-binding sig-
nature. In the definition, the Judge is a PPT algorithm that
on some inputs from the participants (Signer and Verifier)
either accepts (returns 1) or rejects (returns 0). Note that the
description of this algorithm depends on the scheme.

The Item 1 in the Definition 14 guarantees that the Signer is
able to prove to a Judge the validity of a signature of her own.
In the definition, the Signer should be able to provide some
extra information sts to convince the Judge. (It is desired that
sts does not contain the secret information of the Signer.)
Even if the Verifier may generates cs maliciously and is able
to provide the Judge with some information stv to mislead
the Judge.

The Signer may try to convince the Judge on an invalid
signature in the court. Of course the Verifier may be able to
dispute her claim, however, we do not want that the Verifier
displays his secret information (used in DVs.Verif) to the
Judge. We add the Item 2 to the definition and we denote the
extra information provided by the Verifier with stv.

Finally, we prevent the Signer to convince the Judge on a
signature outputted by the Verifier in the Item 3. The third
case may be unlikely in real-world scenarios and we add it to
the definition for completeness.

In a nutshell, the Judge on inputs sts, stv, m, σ, cs, pks
and pkv returns a bit b. Here, σ is either generated by the



Signer or Sim. And the information sts and stv are provided
by the Signer and the Verifier, respectively.

In each case, we differentiate the malicious entity with a
star ∗.

Definition 14 (Non-Binding). A non-transferable DVS is
non-binding if for any message m and any (pks, sks) and
(pkv, skv) generated by DVS.SGen and DVS.VGen respec-
tively, there exists a PPT algorithm Judge such that the
following three cases hold:

1) The Signer S is able to convince the Judge on the
validity of her own signature without revealing its secret:

Pr[b = 1 ∧ b′ = 1 : (cs, ks)← DVS.VSetup∗,

(sts, σ)← S(pks, sks, cs,m, pkv),

b′ ← DVs.Verif(m,σ, cs, ks, skv),

stv ← V∗(pks, cs, ks, skv,m, σ)

b← Judge(sts, stv,m, σ, cs, pks, pkv)] ≥ 1−negl(λ).

2) The Signer S should not be able to convince the Judge
on an invalid signature:

Pr[b = 1 ∧ b′ = 0 : (cs, ks)← DVS.VSetup,

(sts, σ)← S∗(pks, sks, cs,m, pkv),

b′ ← DVs.Verif(m,σ, cs, ks, skv),

stv ← V(pks, cs, ks, skv,m, σ)

b← Judge(sts, stv,m, σ, cs, pks, pkv)] ≤ negl(λ).

3) The Signer S should not be able to convince the Judge
on a signature outputted by the verifier:

Pr[b = 1 : (cs, ks)← DVS.VSetup,

σ ← V(m, cs, skv, pks),

sts ← S∗(pks, sks,m, cs, σ, pkv),

stv ← V(pks, cs, skv,m, σ)

b← Judge(sts, stv,m, σ, cs, pks, pkv)] ≤ negl(λ).

IV. PROTOCOL

In this section, we define our protocol that is constructed
from a key-encapsulation mechanism, a public-key encryption
scheme and a message authentication code. We emphasize that
using post-quantum version of these constructions will lead to
a post-quantum DVS scheme.

Protocol 1 (Figure 1). The protocol uses a key-encapsulation
mechanism KEM := (KEM.Gen,KEM.Enc,KEM.Dec),
a public-key encryption scheme PKE :=
(PKE.Gen,PKE.Enc,PKE.Dec), a signature scheme
Sign := (S.Gen,S.Sign,S.Verif), and a message authenti-
cation code MAC := (MAC.Gen,MAC.Tag,MAC.Verif).

1) The Signer invokes KEM.Gen on input λ to get a pair
(pks, sks). It makes pks public.

2) The Verifier invokes PKE.Gen and S.Gen on input λ
to get a pair (pkv, skv) and (pkSign, skSign). Then, it
runs KEM.Enc on the input pks to get a pair (ks, cs).

Setup:
(pkSign, skSign)← S.Gen(λ)
(pks, sks)← KEM.Gen(λ),
(pkv, skv)← PKE.Gen(λ)

rv
$←− R,

KEM.Encpks(rv) = (ks, cs)
Σ := SignskSign(pks,cs)

Public Parameters: (pks, pkSign, pkv,Σ, cs)

Signer(m, sks) Verifier(skv, ks)
b← S.VerifskSign(pks, cs,Σ)
if b = 0 abort. Otherwise:
ks ← KEM.Dec(sks, cs)

δ
$←− MSP, rs

$←− R
cv = PKE.Enc(pkv, δ; rs)
θ = MACδ⊕ks(m, cv, cs)

m, σ=(cv,θ)−−−−−−−−−−−→

δ ← PKE.Dec(skv, cv)
b← MAC.Verifδ⊕ks(θ,m, cv, cs)

RETURN b

Fig. 1. Non-Binding Designated Verifier Signature.

It makes pkSign, pkv, cs and Σ := Signsksign(pkv, cs)
public.

3) The Signer checks if Σ is a valid signature for pkv, cs
using pkSign. If no, it aborts. Otherwise, it invokes
KEM.Dec on the inputs sks and cs to get a value
ks. Then it executes PKE.Enc on the inputs pkv and
a random value δ to get a ciphertext cv . To sign a
message m, it computes θ = MACδ⊕ks

(m, cv, cs) and
sends m,σ = (cv, θ) to the Verifier.

4) The Verifier invokes PKE.Dec on the inputs skv and
cv to get a value δ′. Then it returns the output of
MAC.Verifδ′⊕ks on inputs (m, cv, cs) and θ.

5) The PPT algorithm Judge first checks if Σ is a valid
signature for (pks, cs). If this signature is not valid,
it aborts and return 0. Otherwise, it is given sts =
(km, δ, rs) checks if PKE.Encpkv (δ; rs) = cv and if
the verification of MAC with the key km holds true.
In case one of these two checks fails, the Judge aborts
and returns 0 (reject). Otherwise, the Judge given
stv = (ks, rv), (if the verifier does not provide any
information, (ks, rv) := (0, 0) by Judge) verifies if
KEM.Encpks(rv) = (cs, ks) and ks ̸= km ⊕ δ. If both
checks holds true, it returns 0, otherwise, it returns 1
(accept).

Remark. Since cs is public and a signature σ is generated
with respect to (ks, cs), our scheme is not a strong designated
verifier signature.



Theorem 1. The signature scheme in Protocol 1 is one-
time unforgeable, non-transferable and non-binding if KEM
is IND-CCA secure, PKE is one-way secure MAC is one-time
unforgeable and Sign is existential unforgeable.

Proof. Before getting to the details of the proof, we remark
that the purpose of using a signature scheme Sign is to make
the protocol non-interactive and to make sure that the setup
phase is generated by the intended verifier. Assuming that the
signature Σ is a valid signature on (cs, pks), we continue to
show the rest of the properties.
Non-transferability. We construct a simulator Sim that given
(ks, cs), skv can simulate a signature perfectly. To sign a
message m, the simulator executes PKE.Enc on the inputs
pkv and a random value δ to get a ciphertext cv . Then,
it returns (m, cv, cs) and θ = MACδ⊕ks

(m, cv, cs) as the
signature on m. It is clear that the distribution of the Sim’s
signature on m is equal to the one outputted in Protocol 1.

Non-binding: We show that the Protocol 1 is non-binding.
In the following, we illustrate the PPT algorithm Judge
more and show how it satisfies the non-binding property. The
algorithm Judge on inputs m, cs, pks, pkv and σ = (cv, θ)
inquires from the Signer and the Verifier information sts
and stv, respectively. Recall that in the definition, there are
three different cases and in each case it is determined which
party is malicious. Note that when the Verifier is malicious,
potentially, his input to the Judge is dishonestly generated or
even no information is provided. Without loss of generality,
we assume that in this case a malicious verifier provides
malevolently information to mislead the Judge. This loss of
generality comes from the description of the Judge algorithm
below that is convinced by an honest signer without the need
of the verfiier’s participation. In other words, generating no
information is equivalent to assuming that the input of the
verifier is a zero bitstring (with a proper length).

An honest Signer has to provide the pre-image of cv (both
δ and rs) and a verification key for MAC, that is, sts =
(km, δ, rs). And an honest Verifier has to provide the pre-
image of cs (both k′s and rv), that is, stv = (ks, rv).

Then the Judge given sts = (km, δ, rs) checks if
PKE.Encpkv (δ; rs) = cv and if the verification of MAC
with the key km holds true. In case one of these two checks
fails, the Judge aborts and returns 0 (reject). (At this point,
if the Judge does not abort, he is convinced that the signer
is honest unless the verifier maliciously alters his opinion.)
Otherwise, the Judge given stv = (ks, rv), (if the verifier
does not provide any information, (ks, rv) := (0, 0)) verifies
if KEM.Encpks(rv) = (cs, ks) and ks ̸= km ⊕ δ. If both
checks holds true, it returns 0, otherwise, it returns 1 (accept).

1) In this item, we show that the Signer can convince
the Judge on a signature generated by herself. For a
signature σ = (cv, θ = MACδ⊕ks

(m, cs, cv)) gener-
ated honestly by the Signer, the information sts =
(ks⊕ δ, δ, rs) can convince the Judge with a probability
close to 1 − negl(λ). Namely, the Judge checks if

PKE.Encpkv (δ; rs) = cv and if the verification of MAC
with the key δ⊕ ks holds true. Note that V can mislead
the Judge if he finds a collision on cs with a different
k′s. That is, if V is able to provide stv = (k′s, r

′
v) such

that KEM.Encpks(r
′
v) = (cs, k

′
s). But this holds with

a negligible probability by the strongly correctness of
KEM.

2) In this item, we show that the Signer is not able
to convince the Judge on an invalid signature σ =
(cv, θ) on (m, cs). Let sts = (km, δ, rs) be the in-
formation provided by the Signer. Let us assume that
PKE.Encpkv (δ; rs) = cv and the verification of MAC
with the key km holds true. (Otherwise, the Judge rejects
the Signer’s claim, anyway.) Note that cs is generated
by the honest Verifier, therefore, he can provide stv =
(ks, rv) such that KEM.Encpks(rv) = (cs, ks). Now
since a signature σ = (cv, θ) on (m, cs) is not valid,
the algorithm DVs.Verif returns 0. That is, the MAC
verification of θ with the key ks ⊕ δ fails. Therefore,
km should not be equal to δ ⊕ ks and consequently the
Judge returns 0.

3) For a valid signature σ = (cv, θ =
MACδ⊕ks(m, cs, cv)) generated by Sim, S is not
able to convince the Judge by the one-wayness of PKE.
(S is not able to return the pre-image of cv .)

One-time Unforgeability. Let assume that the signature σ =
(cv, θ) where θ = MACδ⊕ks(m, cs, cv) is generated (hon-
estly) by the Sign algorithm. We show that any PPT adversary
A given m, cs, cv and θ is not able to forge a new signature.
That is, the adversary A is not able to return a valid signature
(m′, cs, c

′
v, θ

′) where (m′, c′v, θ
′) ̸= (m, cv, θ).

Let assume that a PPT adversary A is able to break the
one-time unforgeability of the scheme with a non-negligible
probability ϵ. We construct a reduction adversary B that breaks
the IND-CCA security of KEM under the assumption that
MAC is secure.2

The reduction adversary B when giving a challenge cipher-
text (c∗s, k

∗
s), it runs PKE.Gen on inputs λ to get a pair

(pkv, skv), it chooses a random value δ and computes cv ←
PKE.Encpkv (δ) and θ∗ = MACδ⊕k∗

s
(m, c∗s, cv) for a message

m. Then, it runs A with the inputs λ, pks, pkv,m, c∗s, cv and
θ∗. When the adversary A returns an output m′, c∗s, c

′
v and θ′,

it runs the verification of MAC on (m′, c∗s, c
′
v, θ

′) with the key
δ⊕k∗s . If the verification of MAC returns accept, B returns 1,
otherwise it returns 0.

Note that when (c∗s, k
∗
s) is generated by KEM.Enc, the

values c∗s, cv, θ
∗ are generated as A expects, therefore, B

returns 1 with the probability ϵ. However, when k∗s is a
randomly chosen key, c∗s and k∗s are irrelevant. This means that
k∗s⊕δ is a random value as well that is only used to execute the
MAC. Therefore, if the adversary returns a forgery m′, c∗s, c

′
v ,

θ′, it breaks the one-time unforgeability of MAC. Since MAC

2p1 ∧ p2 → q ⇐⇒ ¬q → ¬p1 ∨ ¬p2 ⇐⇒ ¬q ∧ p1 → ¬p2 where
p1, p2 and q represent the security of MAC, KEM and DVS respectively in
the theorem.



is one-time unforgeable, B returns 1 only with a negligible
probability in this case and this finishes the proof.

A. Discussion

We discuss some crucial points in favor of our signature
scheme based on some scientific critics and reviews that the
article has received in the previous submission.

• It may seem that anyone can generate a valid pair of
message and signature using our scheme. Even though,
the protocol allows any two parties communicate using
their public keys, we emphasize that in the setup phase,
the verifier generates a pair (ks, cs) using the public-
key pks and makes cs public. In addition, it publishes
a signature Σ on these values. Then a valid signature is
generated with respect to cs. Therefore, a third party is
not able to generate a valid signature without knowing
ks.

• Connection with Identification Schemes. Our protocol
may seem to be an interactive protocol that is reminiscent
of an identification scheme [26]. This is arguable since the
verifier needs to generate (ks, cs) and then to broadcast
((cs, pks),Σ) over a public channel. In contrast, the most
of identification schemes are in the form of a three-
round protocol with three messages, commit, challenge
and response. Finally, in our protocol, the signer identifies
itself to the verifier (authenticity) and signs a message,
but, an identification scheme is only used to identify
a party. In addition, the anonymity of the signer is
preserved against an external observer since the transcript
of the protocol can be generated by the verifier.

• We emphasize that the one-time unforgeability is defined
and proved with respect to the value cs that is not
costly to regenerate. In other words, the verifier and the
signer do not need to generate new pairs (sks, pks) and
(skv, pkv) to sign a new message. Therefore, the one-time
unforgeability is not limiting in our protocol.

V. COMPARISON

In this article, we investigate the non-binding property for a
signature scheme that has not been introduced or studied in the
literature so far. Beside that, our design approach is different
from the previous DVS schemes and uses known cryptographic
primitives.

Most of the previous DVS schemes are based on Discrete
Logarithm Assumption [32, 40, 40, 41, 43, 44, 49, 53, 55, 56,
61] and are not post-quantum secure. Few Lattice-based DVS
schemes are available [42, 45, 63]. A DVS based on Isogeny-
based assumptions has been presented in [57] and later it has
been concluded insecure in [27] by key reuse attacks.

In the Table I, we present few existing designated verifier
signature schemes. Then we discuss which of them satisfy the
Definition 14 (the non-binding definition) introduced in this
paper. Since our definition is stated in the standard model, the
schemes that are constructed in the random oracle model are

not eligible to be verified by the Definition 14.3 In addition,
there exist signature and encryption schemes that are secure in
the random oracle model, but for which any implementation
of the random oracle results in insecure schemes [15]. Even
though these separation examples are artificially invented, the
cryptographic community prefer to use the random oracle
model when there is no provable-secure construction in the
standard model, or when the use of the random oracle model
significantly improves the efficiency. For this reasons, we do
not compare the protocols in the random oracle model with
ours.

Protocol in [32]. In the SDVS protocol in [32], the Signer
chooses a random value x and makes pks := gx public. The
Verifier chooses a random value y and makes pkv := gy

public. To sign a message m, the Signer computes k := pkxv
and sends PRFk(m) where PRF is a pseudo-random
function. We argue that this protocol does not satisfy the
non-binding property. In more details, the Signer on the
input σ := (m,PRFk(m)), is not able to provide convincing
information sts to the Judge that σ is generated by her.
The reason is that since pks = gx is public, the verifier
is able to compute the key k = gxy as well and generate
σ := (m,PRFk(m)) for any message m. Therefore, if the
Verifier claims that (m,PRFk(m)) is generated by him,
there is no way that the Signer can oppose this claim. In
other words, there is no algorithm Judge that satisfies the
non-binding property.

Protocol in [45]. The key generating algorithm of the
SDVS protocol in [45] generates two pairs of keys
(pks, sks) := ((As, pk

(s)), (Ts, sk
(s))) and (pkv, skv) :=

((Av, pk
(s)), (Tv, sk

(v))) in which As and Av are some
matrices with the corresponding trapdoor matrices Ts and Tv ,
respectively. And (pk(s), sk(s)) and (pk(v), sk(v)) are two pairs
of keys generated by the key generating algorithm of a public-
key encryption scheme. In order to sign a message m, the
Signer on inputs sks, pks, pkv chooses a randomness r and
outputs a vector σ = (vs,vv, cs, cv) with the components are
explained in the coming lines. The vector vs is drawn from a
distribution that depends on H(m, r) (H is a hash function)
and As while vv is drawn from a distribution using a specific
sampling algorithm. The values cs and cv are the encryption
of r with the keys pk(s) and pk(v), respectively.

We argue that this protocol does not satisfies the non-
binding property. Our reasoning is that the randomness r
is encrypted with both keys pk(s) and pk(v). Consequently,
the knowledge of r would not convince the Judge since
both the Signer and the Verifier can obtain the randomness
r from σ. The other two vectors vs,vv are drawn from some

3Since in the random oracle model (ROM) all parties including the Judge
have access to the random oracle, a non-binding definition in ROM would
not be the same at the Definition 14. Furthermore, the security analysis in
the quantum random oracle model [8] is needed to show the post-quantum
security.



TABLE I
COMPARISON.

scheme type non-transfer assumption standard model non-binding

[32] SDVS ✓ DDH ✓ ×
[32] SDVS ✓ DL & GDH4 × −
[44] DVS ✓ DDH × −
[53] SDVS ✓ DL × −
[40] SDVS ✓ (C-D-G)BDH5 × −
[14] SDVS ✓ R-SIS × −
[45] SDVS ✓ LWE & SIS ✓ ×
Ours DVS ✓ any ✓ ✓

distributions in which the Signer may not be able to convince
the Judge that she has invoked the sampling algorithms.

VI. APPLICATION

In this section, we discuss how our techniques and approach
in this paper is useful to make a confidential and authentic
online communication channel.

Note that the off-the-record messaging protocol in [10] uses
Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol. An eavesdropper Eve
can store all the communication between Alice and Bob and
later when a large-scale quantum computer is available she
can decrypt all the messages exchanged between them using
the Shor’s algorithm [54].

We sketch a (post-quantum secure) instant messaging pro-
tocol obtained by modifying the Protocol 1. Vaguely speaking,
the sender (the Signer in the Protocol 1) encrypts the message
m XOR with ks along with the value δ using an IND-CPA
secure public encryption scheme resulting in a value cv . Then,
it sends this value cv and a tag θ on it using the MAC scheme
to the receiver. (In other words, the Signer does not send
the plain message anymore.) Note that, if we add two more
pair of keys to the protocol, the receiver can reply similarly.
(See Figure 2.) We use an IND-CPA secure public encryption
scheme to be sure that neither the message nor the session key
would leak to Eve.

We depict a conversation between Alice and Bob in Fig-
ure 2. The first messages (I am Bob, c1a) is sent by Bob
to share the first session key. We do not add a signature to
the message because a man-in-the-middle attacker Eve can
not gain by changing the content of the message. In more
details, if Eve changes the value c1a or the identity of Bob,
neither she nor Bob can obtain the message sent by Alice later.
This is considered a disruption attack and nothing more. And
obviously, changing both values is only a disruption attack as
well. The rest of session keys in Figure 2 are included inside
of MAC to be sewn with the message.

As discussed by the designers of OTR in [10], if Alice
encrypts her messages to Bob’s public encryption key, and
signs them with her own private signature key, an eavesdropper
Eve that stores all the communication can later read all the
messages sent by Alice if she manages to obtain Bob’s private
key. However, in our protocol, first, Eve should manage to
obtain both Bob’s private key skpb and Alice’s private key skka

Setup:
(pkka, sk

k
a)← KEM.Gen(λ) (pkkb , sk

k
b )← KEM.Gen(λ)

(pkpa, sk
p
a)← PKE.Gen(λ) (pkpb , sk

p
b)← PKE.Gen(λ)

Alice(ma, sk
k
a, sk

p
a) Bob(mb, sk

k
b , sk

p
b)

Generating First Session key:
r1a

$←− R
KEM.Encpkka(r

1
a) = (k1

a, c
1
a)

(I am Bob, c1a)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Generating Next Session Key:

r1b
$←− R

KEM.Encpkk
b
(rb) = (k1

b , c
1
b)

Encrypting ma :
k1
a ← KEM.Dec(skka, c

1
a)

δa
$←− MSP, α1

b
$←− R

c′b = PKE.Enc(pkpb , δa,ma ⊕ k1
a;α

1
b)

θ = MACδa⊕k1
a
(c1b , c

′
b, c

1
a)

c1b , (c′b,θ)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Reading the Message:

(δa, ma ⊕ k1
a)← PKE.Dec(skpb , c

′
b)

b← MAC.Verifδa⊕k1
a
(θ, c1b , c

′
b, c

1
a)

if b = 1 return ma

Generating Next Session key:
r2a

$←− R,
KEM.Encpkka(r

2
a) = (k2

a, c
2
a)

Encrypting mb :
k1
b ← KEM.Dec(skkb , c

1
b)

δb
$←− MSP, α1

b
$←− R

c′a = PKE.Enc(pkpa, δb,mb ⊕ k1
b ;α

1
b)

θb = MACδb⊕k1
b
(c2a, c

′
a, c

1
b)

c2a, (c′a,θb)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Fig. 2. Instant Messaging Protocol.



to read the message ma
6. Second, even if Eve manages to

obtain both skpb , skka and consequently reads ma, she can not
be convinced that the message ma is sent by Alice. This is
due to the non-binding property of the signature (c′b, θ).

Our instant messaging protocol has an extra property that
Alice can convince a third party Judge that she has sent the
message ma if it is needed. Note that if Alice and Bob are two
agents for an organization that are conducting a confidential
communication in which not sending the message ma will
have some legal consequences for Alice, an instant messaging
protocol as OTR protocol [10] might not be the right choice
for Alice to use.

VII. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEM

We define a non-binding property for a designated verifier
signature scheme in this paper. We propose a DVS that is
non-transferable and non-binding. In addition, we propose
an Instant Messaging protocol by modifying our non-binding
signature scheme. A formal security proof of our messaging
protocol in the Universal Composability Framework (similar
to [16]), is not in the scope of this project and remains an
open question.
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